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Homophone Worksheet 2.7 
 
Here are 10 sentences that contain pairs or groups of homophones when completed, while at the bottom of 
the page, there’s a list containing 10 sets of homophones. 
 
Your task is to fill the gaps in the sentences with the correct set of homophones in the correct places. 
 
1. The boy enjoyed the book he'd _______________ that had a _______________ cover. 
 
2. The web developer designed a _______________ that could test your _______________ to see if you were 
colorblind. 
 
3. The bird _______________ through the window and landed on the head of someone suffering from 
_______________. 
 
4. The runner was so hungry, he _______________   _______________ sandwiches. 
 
5. The movie's final _______________ was something that had to be _______________ to be believed. 
 
6. In medieval times, soldiers _______________ chain mail armor when going to _______________. 
 
7. The runner _______________ as he felt a stitch in his _______________. 
 
8. There could only be _______________ person who _______________ first prize. 
 
9. "_______________ have to stay in the hospital for a bit longer to let his _______________   
_______________" advised the doctor. 
 
10. The family felt a lot of _______________ as they _______________ the latest political scandal. 
 
Homophones List: 
 

 side / sighed 

 discussed / disgust 

 sight / site 

 read / red 

 heal / heel / he’ll 

 ate / eight 

 seen / scene 

 one / won 

 war / wore 

 flew / flu 
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Homophone Worksheet 2.7 – Answer Sheet 
 
1. The boy enjoyed the book he'd read that had a red cover. 
 
2. The web developer designed a site that could test your sight to see if you were colorblind. 
 
3. The bird flew through the window and landed on the head of someone suffering from flu. 
 
4. The runner was so hungry, he ate eight sandwiches. 
 
5. The movie's final scene was something that had to be seen to be believed. 
 
6. In medieval times, soldiers wore chain mail armor when going to war. 
 
7. The runner sighed as he felt a stitch in his side. 
 
8. There could only be one person who won first prize. 
 
9. "He'll have to stay in the hospital for a bit longer to let his heel heal" advised the doctor. 
 
10. The family felt a lot of disgust as they discussed the latest political scandal. 


